




country. Permission was obtained for a closer inspection and this revealed that the clock, though in a very neglected state, was not beyond repair. There followed a meeting with the Lord of the Manor, J. G. C. Spencer-Bernard, Esq., whose ancestor had bequeathed the clock. He explained that all concerned regretted that the clock had been out of action for some years, but money was not available to pay for its overhaul because of a greater need to repair the church fabric. Messrs. Pearce and Jennings offered to overhaul the clock at their own expense, an offer which was gratefully accepted. Dismantling the clock looked an easy matter except for the pendulum. Obviously it would require careful planning and handling to ensure that this unwieldy object, of unknown weight, was safely detached and lowered to the vestry floor, some 15 ft. below the bob. Some days later, a party of volunteers assembled at the church. The clock loft having been cleared of several bucket loads of accumulated dirt, bird droppings and nesting materials, the delicate job of unpinning and lowering the pendulum commenced. Two strong helpers, perched on ladders, supported the bob while the pendulum was released and slowly lowered on one of the winding lines. As a winch, the winding gear was used in reverse; and each time the wire tautened against the winding click, the bob was raised while the click was released to allow another turn off the drum, the pendulum shaft being steadied by ropes held from the clock loft. The remainder of the clock was easily dismantled and removed to Mr. D. 0. White's workshop in Maidenhead. During the ensuing weeks the parts were carefully cleaned and inspected. Removal of the old paint proved very difficult due, it was thought, to the high lead content. No maker's name could be found, but probably he was a blacksmith since the iron members had been roughly forged and bore many original tool marks. Made 250 years ago with the simple hand tools of the day the clock showed ample evidence of excellent craftsmanship: it was clear, however, that much repair work would be necessary. A further visit to the church, with special equipment and special helpers was organised to deal with the ticklish job of detaching the dial and lowering it down the tower face. A brief examination of the dial board showed that, rotten and worm eaten, it would have to be replaced. Several pieces of the chapter ring were missing, and some were found at the foot of the tower where they had fallen over the years. The marking of the half hour divisions by diamond shaped studs instead of the usual fleurs de lys supported the belief that the clock was pre 1725 in date. The technically minded will be interested in details of the clock's construction. The going train with four arbors and the striking train with three, are mounted side by side in a wrought iron frame (2ft. 3 in. X 2ft. 3 in. X 1ft. It in.) the members of which are secured together by mortises and burred over tenons. The plates carrying the arbors are secured by fixed bolts and square headed nuts. The escapement is of the Graham dead beat pattern. The striking train has an iron count wheel; and control is by hoop wheel, levers, and a pin on the flywheel arbor. All wheels are of brass. The pendulum measures 13 ft. 6 in. from suspension spring to bob centre. The iron bob weighs 60 lbs. The exact beat of the pendulum, ascertained by the clockmaker's "140904" formula, is 1·89 seconds. Winding is required daily; the clock strikes on a bell engraved "LOVE GOD 1631". The view of the repair team was that the clock, because of its horological value and interesting history, deserved complete restoration. Mr. Pearce directed the repair 
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work and every defect was meticulously corrected. The pendulum shaft, made of pine, was in perfect condition apart from a trace of woodworm which was duly treated. When all repairs were finished, the iron parts were given an undercoat of galvaroid anti-rust primer followed by two coats of green metallic paint; the brass parts and all bearing surfaces were highly polished. A new square dial, using the old chapter nog and hand, was made by Mr. S. Heath, from 1 inch plywood. It was treated against woodworm and rot, given two coats of primer followed by two of paint, the dial circle being finished blue, and the remainder black. The skeleton dial parts and hand were treated with anti-rust primer, and finished with four coats of old gold metallic paint. Search of the Church records revealed that two clocks were used to implement Jane Beresford's bequest. The first, of which no trace remains and no description can be found, served from 1772 until1857. The Churchwarden's Accounts for 1857 contain an item "January 26 Tomlinson for a new clock £14. lOs." There can be no doubt that this entry refers to the present clock, though the clock's early design belies any suggestion that it was newly made in 1857. Where, however it spent its earlier years remains a mystery. Tomlin on was a clock repairer in Thame, who repaired other church clocks in that area: it is possible, tberefore, that the Nether Winchendon clock had previously served in another church in the district. Alternatively, there is evidence that the cupola over the Manor House once housed a turret clock, and it is possible, indeed likely, that the same clock was installed in the church in 1857. The Churchwarden's Accounts for the years 1773-1915 show regular entries of 10/0d. per year for winding the clock, and occasional entries for oil, new lines, and repairs. In 1779 is an item of three shillings "For a dinner and beer for Mr. Tomlin when he cleaned the clock". This was a considerable sum in those days, and one wonders whether Mr. Tomlin felt like doing any more work after his repast! At 4 p.m. on the 28th August 1967, after many years of silence, the clock resumed its task of reminding its hearers "to spend their Time in an honest Discharge of their Calling and in the Worship of GOD that Repentance may not come too Late". A life size painting of Jane Beresford, the donor of the clock, hangs in the dining room of the Manor House. It shows a rather plain, sad faced, young woman in her thirties. What kind of mistress she was the house records do not disclose. She is remembered for her manuscript book of food recipes, commenced in 1722, some of which are used in the house today. W. H. JENNINGS 
THORNTON. Restoration of Church. After the strictures passed on this church in an account of the condition of a number of North Buckinghamshire Churches printed in Records, Vol. XVII, Part 4, 1964, p. 311, it is pleasant to be able to record the complete restoration of this charming small and remote building. The structure has been dealt with, the windows repaired, gutters and down pipes cleared and painted, plaster mended, and the interior walls cleaned and limewashed and monuments cleaned. All this has been done without destroying the atmosphere and texture of the church. 
WoLVERTON: Some further notes. In a recent paper I showed how Wolverton grew from a very small settlement to a flourishing railway town.l Since then, however, further facts have come to light and although the main thesis of that paper remains correct, it seems worthwhile to publish these notes. My previous paper mentioned the objections of landowners in Northampton to the building of the London and Birmingham Railway: in 1839 the Directors agreed 
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